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Microsoft & Smarter Markets  

Microsoft Corp (MSFT) started the year with lower sales of business-software licenses in China, Japan, 
Russia and a 4% loss from strong U.S. dollar exchange rates. In third quarter the world’s biggest software 
maker had revenue pick up of 6% to $21.70 billion from $21.57 billion a year ago. Earnings per share, 
excluding certain one-time costs, came in at 61 cents compared to estimates of 51 cents. Now the 
company’s transition to its Internet-based products from previous licensed programs is guided by CEO 
Satya Nadella, who was elected only a year ago.   

In fact, Microsoft has already retired some of its online applications. One is Photosynth, a platform created 
to let people capture and view the world in 3D, and others are MSN’s lifestyle mobile applications. And 
while advertising for better sales of tablets, consumer software, and cloud services would continue, Satya 
has pushed corporations to replace Windwos XP. Year to date since January shares are down -3.96% to 
$44.61 giving it market capitalization of $361.92 billion. 

Job Cuts 

New market dynamics and a $7.2 billion acquisition of Nokia Corp’s (NOK) mobile phone assemble 
business by Microsoft last year lead to closure of Finland’s largest handset manufacturing company. Just 
900 jobs will be left in Finland after Microsoft slashed 2,300 workers. Nokia will discontinue operations in 
Salo and focus on its phone engineering and program management in Espoo and Tampere. In 2012, some 
10,000 job positions were lost after the company closed facilities in Ulm, Germany, and Burnaby, British 
Columbia. 

Nokia employed about 60,000 people at the end of last year. Microsoft’s intentions to write down $7.6 
billion from the mobile phones powerhouse sent shocking waves through the Nordic country’s economy. 
At its peak in 2000, Nokia generated about 4% of the gross domestic product, and its reversal of fortunes 
did not back up production and retail in the country. To sustain some profits the company agreed in April 
to buy French networking equipment rival Alcatel-Lucent SA (ALU) for 15.6 billion euro or $17 billion.  

Uber Technologies Inc, which is about to launch an IPO in late 2015, attracted 100 Microsoft employees 
as the Redmond, Washington-based computing and software giant sought partnership with premium 
content and display providers to collect mapping imagery apart from its direct management control. The 
new team will work in a data site near Boulder, Colorado, and also tap on cameras, software, and licenses 
to certain intellectual-property rights.  

Insofar Microsoft’s operating system for smart phones has not become a significant alternative to Android 
and Apple Inc’s (AAPL) iOS. That is why importantly Uber is now working with Google Inc (GOOG), 
Apple and Baidu Inc (BIDU) to provide maps for its drivers globally. One Uber board members is David 
Drummond from social media and world’s biggest search engine Google.  

More job reductions on the part of Microsoft are seen to affect the hardware group among other parts of 
its business. The company is focused on “core segments” weeks after it drifted away from Web display 
advertising. Executives are shifting the operating and functional scope to personal computing, cloud 
platforms including acquired ones, and business productivity – which implies cutting units not central to 



the CEO’s strategy. AOL Inc (AOL) will hire more than 1,000 workers when it takes over some Web ad 
competences. 

New Era Service 

Microsoft will debut an updated version of Skype Phone to compete with landlines and allow for business 
conferences with up to 10,000 participants. Placing calls over the web is cheaper and convenient from 
tablets and smart phone devices, too. The new features are part of the Office 365 cloud products. 
Customers could call forward, and callers will know whether the person they are seeking to reach is at a 
desk or on a mobile phone.  

Customers could access the new features through their existing phone carrier thanks to agreements with 
telecom partners. A U.S.-only service would let users invited to a Skype for business call dial in from a 
landline or mobile phone. 

Yahoo! Inc’s (YHOO) search is currently powered by Microsoft’s Bing. Both companies upgraded their 
partnership earlier this year, giving Yahoo more freedom over how it makes money from advertising via 
search engines. Meanwhile, the Yahoo social network may start using Google’s search results and ads on 
its site after results come out from a recent trial.  

Box Inc (BOX) will let users create new Microsoft Office documents and spreadsheets from within the 
cloud-storage vendor’s own programs as it attempts to add business customers. The newest features 
already brought in one billion Office documents stored in Box. 

Programmers have been working to combine links and platforms that could operate together. Shared 
customers include Toyota Motor Corp (TM) and General Electric Co (GE). Box has 47,000 paying 
companies. Dropbox Inc, a rival private company based in San Francisco, California, filed for an IPO in 
March 2014 to raise $250 million. 

Based in Los Altos, California, Box enables various enterprises to access, store, and manage their content 
via a cloud platform. Shares however slumped -28.07% to $16.71 to date giving the not yet partnered firm 
a market capitalization of $2.01 billion.  

Popularity of HoloLens and Xbox games and consoles will be gearing up after Microsoft agreed to use 
Facebook Inc’s (FB) virtual-reality handset applications that are compatible with Windows 10. Looking 
forward, Facebook ‘s Oculus will ship in the first quarter of 2016.  

Like Microsoft, in cloud server maintenance and security computing solutions, peer companies 
DigitalOcean Inc and CipherCloud Inc have been very successful, too. These are newly established private 
developers backed by premium venture capital. Investors are Andreessen Horowitz LLC and Access 
Industries Inc. The server makers tap on a public market that is expected to grow to $44 billion in 2020, 
including infrastructure vendors.  

End of Ads 

Such is the new smarter era for Microsoft services a step ahead of its three top future priorities: mobile and 
cloud computing, personal computers, and expanded partnerships with that of evermore enhanced security 
solutions. Confidence and productivity will come along redirecting well-trained workforce, acquisitions, 
and paring units not central to the core strategy. 



Restructuring started in the quarter ending December 31, 2014, when Microsoft’s commercial-licensing 
revenue fell to $10.7 billion, short of expectations, and left some $21.2 billion in unearned revenue, a 
measure of future sales. It became clear that consumers were buying cheaper machines. The computing 
and software giant raised its sales tax in Japan. And while Windows 10 is part of 9.5% market shrinkage in 
worldwide PC shipments, in third quarter sales of cloud programs to corporations doubled and the 
business had a revenue run-rate of $5.5 billion on an annualized basis. 

Microsoft is now walking away from its global Web display inventory of videos, ad banners, pictures and 
graphic images via advertising transfer of 1,200 employees to AOL. The latter will be responsible for sales 
in the U.S., U.K., Canada, Brazil, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Japan. AOL will begin using Bing for 
its users from January 1.  

Microsoft is splitting up the direct ad sales team based on groups of several countries between AOL, 
bought by Verizon Communications Inc (VZ) and AppNexus Inc. Pending legal issues the New York-
based private company may take some Microsoft employees as it begins to oversee sales in Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland. 

Among other initiatives Microsoft opened a venture fund to invest in bio fuel generation efforts at 
Japanese Euglena Co Ltd’s (2931: JP) factory on a tropical Okinawan island. Since its IPO in 2012 
Euglena’s shares surged more than +2,400% backed by All Nippon Airways Holdings Inc (9202: JP) and a 
unit of Chevron Corp (CVX). It is the best performance of any IPO that year or since. 

In July, Microsoft paid $200 to $100 for Berlin-based 6 Wunderkinder GmbH to acquire 13 million cloud-
production subscribers. The German group’s to-do-list application, started in 2010, was backed by Sequoia 
Capital LLP.  

In June, the company agreed to invest $40 million and open a graduate-school program in the Seattle area. 
The center will connect the University of Washington with China’s Tsinghua University with respect to 
technologies and expertise training. The Global Innovation Exchange will open in 2016 with the goal of 
attracting 3,000 students within a decade, according to Bloomberg News citing Brad Smith, Microsoft’s 
general counsel. 


